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Historical dates

Write down the 10 historical dates you remember next to the correct events:





















Donald Trump wins the Miss Universe contest :
Justin Bieber cures cancer :
The Nobel Prize in Physics is won by a giraffe :
Dracula goes on a diet :
Justin Bieber is elected Secretary-General of the United Nation :
Dracula celebrates his 1500th victim :
Jeff Bezos takes a vow of poverty and becomes a Buddhist monk :
A pickle jar is easy to open :
Jeff Bezos eats a Buddhist monk :
A tree trunk meets the love of its life :
“Transformers 39 - Return of the Autobots” wins the Oscar for best movie :
A small rock is completely heartbroken :
Invention of the flying crane :
Invention of the supersonic tractor :
A pickle jar is difficult to open.
“Transformers 29 - Megatron's revenge” wins the Oscar for best movie :
A dog eats a student's homework :
A dog does all the homework of a student :
The Nobel Prize in Medicine is won by a zebra :
Donald Trump returns from the dead and becomes President of the Universe :

Foreign languages

Write down the 10 foreign words you remember next to its correct English
translation:











Sun Laptop Study Divorce Knowledge Learn Moon Wedding Heat Hand -












Feet Duty Bottle Have Light Lamp Computer Cup Take Cold -
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Geography

Write down the 10 states you remember along with the number corresponding to its
location:
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Astronomy

Write down the 10 elements you remember along with the number corresponding to
its location:
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Identification
Write down the names of 10 types of praying mantises you remember next
to the corresponding 10 pictures.
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Bonus questions

Bonus 3% for the profound proverb:

Bonus 3% for the deep question:

Bonus 3.5% for the password:

Bonus 4% for the equation:

Bonus 4% for the sequence of letters:

Bonus 7% for the magnificent poem:

